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A novel molecularly imprinted stir bar (MI-SB) for sorptive extraction of semicarbazide (SEM) was fabricated in present paper. The coating of the stir bar was characterized by scanning electron microscopy, Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy, dynamic adsorption and static adsorption tests. In order to optimize the MI-SB extraction operating conditions for the analysis of SEM, extraction and desorption solvents affecting the extraction performance of MI-SB, the extraction and desorption time of MI-SB for SEM were optimized. Under the optimized conditions, the saturated adsorption of MI-SB was about 4 times over that of non-imprinted stir bar (NI-SB). Urea, DMAC, cysteine and NFZ were used to verify the selectivity of MI-SB. The recoveries of the MI-SB for SEM kept almost no changed, and all above 95% when urea, DMAC, cysteine and NFZ were added into SEM solution. The result showed that these analogues of SEM did not affect the adsorption of MI-SB to SEM. The different batches of MI-SBs to adsorb SEM had no significance difference. Moreover, after three extractions for a single MI-SB, the recovery of SEM was 86% with RSD of 4.78% (n=3). The results of experiment revealed that the MI-SB was reproducible and could be used for three times at least. A method to determine SEM was established by coupling MI-SB sorptive extraction with HPLC-UV. The liner range was 1-100 ng/mL for SEM with a correlation coefficient of 0.9985. The limit of detection was about 0.59 ng/mL, which was below the minimum required performance limit of SEM in meat products regulated by European Union. The method was applied to the determination of SEM in fish sample with satisfactory results.
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